Chapter: 3177
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

“Yang Ning, in case…I mean if it is found out that you are fake,
wouldn’t you shoot yourself in the foot?”
Xiaodong’s worry is not without reason, Yang Ning’s excited mood
instantly cooled down, and his face was thoughtful: “If I really find out,
I can’t do anything about it, but before that, I still have to give it a shot.
fight.”
Knowing that she couldn’t persuade Yang Ning, even if Xiaodong
didn’t want Yang Ning to do such a thing, she had to acquiesce.
The next day, Yang Ning, who was still asleep, received a promotional
call for “Peerless Beauty” early in the morning. Xiaodong, who was
sleeping beside him, dazedly heard the content of her call, and his eyes
widened in shock.
She sat up abruptly, looking surprised: “Did the crew take the initiative
to call you?”
“That’s right.” Yang Ning smiled, put away the phone, lifted the quilt,
and immediately got up from the bed.
All the good news I have received in the past few days, Yang Ning has
not felt so smooth for a long time.
“Okay, get up soon, we’ll go meet the crew now.”
“it is good!”
The two hurriedly prepared, and after ten minutes, they finally arrived
at the hotel where the promotion was held.
When Yang Ning was about to enter the door, he happened to see Chi
Fang, who was wearing a simple casual outfit, walking into the door of
the hotel.
For a while, she somehow recalled the days when she was still on the
set. Chi Fang sent her to the station, hoping that the two would meet
again.
“Chi Fang, are you here so soon?” Yang Ning trotted two steps and
followed up with a smile.
When his name was suddenly called, Chi Fang frowned and turned
around suspiciously, just in time to see Yang Ning’s face.
“Yang Ning.”
The two hadn’t seen each other for two months, but she knew what
happened to Yang Ning during this period.
“You don’t seem to be having a good time recently?”
Chi Fang didn’t appear to be very warm with Yang Ning, but just
walked by Yang Ning’s side with an indifferent expression.
Yang Ning has long been accustomed to her own emotions, knowing
that the other party’s character is like this, so she smiled and shook her
head: “You mean the termination of the contract, that matter, it doesn’t
matter.”
When the words fell, it was Chi Fang’s turn to be surprised. She looked
at Yang Ning, but did not find any complaints or regrets from her
expression.
It seemed that she really felt that it didn’t matter, Chi Fang smiled
without a trace, and she was not mistaken, the woman in front of her
was definitely not those vulgar rouge powder.
During the conversation, the two had already walked to the
propaganda area, which was already full of reporters.
That’s why Chi Fang didn’t have the air of a star, so he came to
participate in the promotion alone. Yang Ning watched the assistants
of the stars crowded together in the backstage, and felt physically
bored.
“Oh, I saw who was wearing these shabby clothes, and I found out that
it was you.”
Chen Meimei, who was sitting on the sofa, had been playing with her
mobile phone, and suddenly noticed that Yang Ning, who was wearing
simple clothes, was standing in front of her.
For a time, she remembered what happened in the crew before,
thinking that Yang Ning was here to provoke her, and immediately
walked in front of her strangely.
In fact, Yang Ning didn’t notice her at all, he just picked a random
place to stand.
“Really, I think it’s okay, at least it’s better than your topless one.” Yang
Ning retorted mercilessly, the indifference in his eyes wishing to freeze
the woman in front of him to death.
“You! What do you know! With a flat body like yours, you will only be
jealous of me!” Chen Meimei pointed at Yang Ningde’s nose, angered
from shame, and she wanted to slap her with a slap.
However, Yang Ning is not a soft persimmon. She will stand there
obediently and slap her in the face. She has sharp eyes and quick hands.
When Chen Meimei slapped her, she immediately stepped aside and
tapped her lightly.
In an instant, Chen Meimei’s low-cut outfit slipped down due to the
violent range of motion. She fell to the ground in embarrassment,
covered her chest, and screamed sharply.

